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Cloud compu ng oﬀers several beneﬁts: resources can be allocated on demand, scaling according to
varying usage pa erns and eventually reducing the costs for individual groups to provision and
maintain their own infrastructure. Providing cloud compu ng services besides connec vity is a
natural evolu on for NRENs as users demand such services and also because the networking
infrastructure itself is evolving towards using virtualiza on techniques.
Building a cloud pla orm is though a daun ng task, that requires coordina ng the deployment of
many services, interrelated and dependent on each other. Provisioning, servicing and maintaining the
pla orm should be automated.
For the deployment of the GARR Federated Cloud Compu ng Pla orm, we chose an intent‑based
approach, which relies on declara ve modeling for specifying the requirements of the service
provisioning, describing the parts that compose the system, any speciﬁc constraint requirements and
the supplier/consumer rela ons between them. An automated orchestra on tool analyzes the
model, compares it with the current state of the system being deployed, determines the resources
that need to be provisioned, generates a sequence of executable steps needed to bring the
deployment in line with the model, and coordinates the execu on of those steps un l the system
reaches a conﬁgura on that sa sﬁes all constraints.
Intent‑based deployment is star ng to be used also in networking through Intent‑Based Networking
Systems (IBNS), which allow for automa on at scale, building and opera ng networks through
mechanisms that support full life cycle management of network infrastructures. IBNS provide
"networking middleware to replace intelligence that was previously only available from networking
engineers/architects", says a Gartner report. “The intelligent systems are driven by algorithms which
translate business intent into network conﬁgura ons”.
Cloud system architects express the intent of their design in a declara ve fashion by specifying the
service func onality abstrac ng from the details related to service deployment. The approach oﬀers
these beneﬁts:
●
●
●

Portability: models are described in a declara ve fashion, abstrac ng from the speciﬁcs of a
cloud provider and hence they can be ported across diﬀerent cloud pla orms
Consistency: both physical and virtual infrastructure can be modeled, as well as the
rela onships between infrastructure, network, and applica on components.
Automa on: mapping a model into infrastructure and cloud‑speciﬁc deployment opera ons
is the task of the Orchestrator rather than of a system administrator.

We chose a declara ve service modeling approach for orchestra ng three types of deployments:
1. Deployment of the cloud pla orm itself: deﬁning the architecture of the cloud through a

declara ve model, allows us to deploy mul ple copies of the pla orm over diﬀerent regions,
to scale the pla orm easily, to add components to the pla orm to enrich its func onality.
2. Deployment as a Service. We provide the same orchestrator tool to cloud users, so that they
can deploy and scale cloud applica ons in a fully automated fashion.
3. Deployment of specialized versions of the pla orm. For example we have added a Container
Pla orm to our basic IaaS pla orm.
The Container Pla orm is described declara vely by a model like the following, that speciﬁes the
required components (Kubernetes master and worker nodes, distributed resilient storage, distributed
key‑value store, cluster monitoring dashboard, federated authen ca on provider, etc.):

Figure 2. Declara ve Model for a Kubernetes cluster.
The model also describes constraints about the units, e.g. requirements on the capabili es of speciﬁc
nodes (like the availability of GPUs on worker nodes), and rela ons among the units, for example the
master/worker rela on between nodes, the connec ons to the storage module. The orchestrator for
the model generates a plan of deployment, selec ng the physical server to be used, deploying the OS
and installing the so ware for the components assigned to those nodes. Scaling of the cluster and
the applica on is also performed automa cally, just by changing the number of nodes requested
expressed in the model.
The deployment of federated regions is facilitated by sharing the model of the cloud architecture
with anyone wishing to join and to contribute resources to the federa on. Se ng up a region and
joining the federa on is a task that can be accomplished in just a few hours. Federated resources are
integrated into a single cloud pla orm available to any user of the federa on.
Finally, by providing the same orchestrator to cloud users, we oﬀer Deployment as a Service (DaaS),
which allows self‑service deployment of cloud applica ons. The cloud thus addresses the long tail of
science, allowing researchers of any discipline, without exper se in system or cloud administra on,
to deploy applica ons readily available for their peruse. Ready‑made applica on can be selected
from a public catalogue and can be deployed with a few clicks through a web GUI.
This ar cle reports the major features of the design and deployment of the GARR Federated Cloud,
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involving authen ca on, workload management, storage provisioning, monitoring and opera ons. In
par cular it will describe how we adapted the OpenStack basic facili es to the needs of a federa on
of mul ple independent organiza ons, how we control resource alloca on according to commi ed
plans and correspondingly how we handle accoun ng and billing of resource usage.
The code for the accoun ng system is available as OpenSource, to be shared with other NRENs.
The GARR Cloud Compu ng Pla orm is currently in use by over 700 users, who deployed over 1200
VM. The infrastructure consists of 5 regions, with a total of about 9000 vCPUs and 10 PB of storage.
Several universi es are in an advanced state of planning for joining the federa on.
This work has been done in part within task JRA‑4 of Géant project GN4‑2.
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